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What Will This Panel Discuss (and Why?)
• DPRK-declared tests (2006-2017) offered an opportunity to test methods and
gain experience regarding the estimation of absolute and relative event
location, overburden, and magnitude.
- But that experience is confined to a small, specific test site.
• Broader experience can be gained by applying modern analytical methods to the
vast amount of data recorded on more than 2,000 historic nuclear test explosions.
– However, such data recorded during the analog era must be preserved and
properly converted to usable digital form first.
• The goal of this session is to identify the priorities for continuing and expanding
these data preservation efforts.
- Historic data are needed from as many regions as possible.
- New active-source calibration experiments are also needed in many regions.

Why Legacy Historic Nuclear Test Data Should Be Rescued

(From Richards SnT2021/i01-722)

AVC Solicits R&D Efforts via Open-and-Full Competitions
• AVC’s five recent Broad Agency Announcements (BAAs) issued in 2019-2021
routinely call for proposals on historic explosion data rescue, to address
digitization of rare historic explosion data sets.
• AVC also invites proposals on Region-specific Geophysical Calibration, as
prioritized in the “National Defense R&D Strategic Plan 2020-2024” (Dec 2019,
Page 5). Both controlled active-source experiments (e.g., mini-JVE-like chemical
explosions) and passive seismic/infrasound (and other geophysical)
deployments are welcome and encouraged.
• Data collection/sharing is only the first step, many associated studies (and
innovative analytical tools) are needed to enable a judicious analysis of events
of concern.

Q4a. What Data/Studies Are Important, and Where Are We?
• AVC has contributed partial funding for several historic
explosion data rescue efforts, through recent BAAs.
• Some projects carry out actual digitization,
development of standardized scanning /digitization
procedures (and software), and facilitation of regional
collaborative efforts.
• Some cooperative efforts along this line are described
in SnT2021/ O2.5-298, P2.5-297, P2.5-397, P2.5-443,
P2.5-499, P2.5-594, P2.5-89, etc.

BAA20-02, 20P1475

Q5. What Additional (Data Sharing) Arrangements Can Be Made?
A good model for monitoring seismicity in a region-specific
sense is to augment IMS data with effective sharing of local and
regional data from national (and possibly non-IMS) stations, as
China and ROK have successfully demonstrated -- essentially a
“neighborhood watch” effort. Shown below is the China-ROK
Joint Seismic Network (from SnT2017/T2.1-O8).
The ROK NDC (at KIGAM)
performs in-depth, broadspectrum analyses of
DPRK-declared nuclear
tests with a ring of ChinaROK joint (non-IMS)
seismic stations
surrounding DPRK (right,
from SnT2019/T2.1-P28;
AGU2017/S41G-05, etc).

China-ROK seismic MOU was renewed in 2015.

